
SLEEP POLICY

PURPOSE:

To ensure that there is a safe, quiet space for young children to sleep or rest during the day.

PRACTICES:

● A designated area will be made available daily for children to sleep or rest. Generally this will
be in the carpeted sleep/activity room.

● Fingerprints provides individual bed linen and this will be laundered at least once a week on the
child‛s last day of attendance.

● Children‛s mattresses will be adequately arranged to promote hygiene and safety and to allow
easy access by staff members. These mattresses will be sprayed with bleach solution and
wiped down with a paper towel and left to air over the weekend.

● Children will not have access to food in the sleep room.
● Teachers are able to supervise drinking of liquids for children in the sleep area but the child

must be sitting upright or held.  Any liquid container must be removed to the white shelf when
not being consumed.

● A staff member will stay in the room until all children are settled or asleep and will monitor
sleeping or resting children. When there is no staff member in the sleep area, each child will
be checked no less frequently than every ten minutes.

● A ‘sleeproom monitoring‛ chart will record each time the sleeproom is checked. A timer will be
used to remind teachers to check every 10 minutes or more frequently if they feel they need
to.

● The times each child went to bed, fell asleep and woke up will be recorded on the ‘sleep chart‛.
● When monitoring sleeping children A staff member will check for warmth, breathing, and

general well-being. Room temperature and ventilation will be checked with bed coverings being
adjusted accordingly.

● Staff members will allow children to wake naturally from sleep, unless instructed otherwise.
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Consider the following about tikanga in our next review

Aaron Donaldson



1) Taha tinana (physical well-being) - relates to caring for one's physical self, and
it's development.
Along with an understanding of the body and how to stay healthy, Māori consider some
aspects in relation to the body as tapu, or sacred and special. For example,the head is
considered as tapu, and one does not touch or pat anothers head. Personal physical
space is also to be respected, and it is rude and demeaning to their mana to step over
someone. As teachers, we need to be aware of this in the sleep room. Encouraging
movement through activities and play in early childhood environments also contribute to
the well-being of tamariki. "Our physical ‘being’ supports our essence and shelters us
from the external environment. For Māori the physical dimension is just one aspect of
health and well-being and cannot be separated from the aspect of mind, spirit and
family" (http://www.bpac.org.nz).

http://www.bpac.org.nz/resources/campaign/maori/bpac_intro_te_ao_maori_2006_pf.pdf

